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The preceeding few years have seen the fruition of Harish-

Chandra 1 s monumental prograrn, whose alm was a complete understanding

of the P1ancherel decomposition of L 2 (G), far semisimple Lie

groups G. At the same time, several imp~rtant questions that were

l~ft open by ~arish-Chandra have been answered, and certain aspects

of his program have been looked at from ether points of view. The

mathematicians responsible for this process of completion and

clarification are.geographic1y scattered, and man~ pf them feIt

that it would be useful to gather in one place, in order to get

a comprehensive view of the present state of the subject. We are

grateful to the Mathematisc~e Forschungsinstitut Oberwo1fach for

~ making such a gathcring possible, in virtually idea~ surroundings.

By.agreement arnong the participants, the lectures were fewer

in number, but of much longer duration than is usual at mathematical

conferences. T~is enabled the lecturers to describe their work

in considerable detail. The lectures were followed, and often

interrupted,' by lively discussions.
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MATRIX COEFFICIENTS OF ADMISSIBLE REPRESENTATIONS

by

w. Casselman

1. Analytic systems of differential equations of finite

codimension.

Let W be a finite-dimensional complex vector space,

x n
an open subset of s.... . A linear holomorphic

differential operator qn W-valued functions on X is a linear

combination of operators of the form

" . ro n
) F m (x) (a/~x) (m € l! )
~ -

where each F is a holomorphi~ E-valued function on X. If
m

{Da)aeA i5 a set of such operators, it corresponds to a system

of partial differential equations for holomorphic W-valued

functions ~: Da~ = 0 for all a E A. Of course if ~ satisfies

this sytem and {La)aeA is a set of operators defined on some

open subset X' eX, then ·on X' the fun~tion ~ also satisfies

I: La.Da~ = o. The best way to discuss the situation i5 in

~ terms cif sheaves: for each x E X let ~x be the germs of linear

holomorphic differential operators on W-valued funct~on defined

in the neighborhood of x, and let J~ be the left ~x-ideal

generated by (Da). I say that the system of equations has

finite codimension at x if ~x/Jx is a finitely generated

module over ~x' the germs of holomorphic functions at x. There
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seems to be no very concrete way to phrase this, hut there are

sorne fairly concrete conditions which are at least sufficient

if not necessary (see §3.3) and which may be stated in terms

of the symbols of the (D J.a.

The set of x € X where the system has finite codimension

i5 the complement of an analytic subset (3.1.11). If this

set i5 non-empty, therefore, it i5 open and dense in X. ·On

this set the "'x-m~dules ':f>x/Jx are free (3.1.10), and the,ir

rank locally constant. In other words, one has a vector

bundle over this set such that ~x/Jx consists of the germs of

its loeal sections at x. The set where ~x/Jx i5 not finitely

generated is called the singular set of the system. A classical

example: the system corresponding to

2
on ~ .

2 2
precisely where xl + x

2
# o.

(On ß2, D
l

is an infinitesimal rotation and D
2

the Laplacian.) 4It
Suppose that X is ~onnected and simply connected, and

that the system has finite codimension on all of x. Let R
x

be the fibre of the corresponding vector bundle at x, which

is in a natural way a module over E. The correspondence which

takes t to D~(x) induces an isomorphism cf the space of
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solutions of the system (Da~ = OJ ~ HO~(Rx'W) (3.4:3). In

other language, this is a more or less weIl known fact.

The set of singularities of the system may itself be

highly singular as an analytic space, and this i5 a source of

much difficulty. The least complicated case is when it is a

divisor with only normal crossings--i.e. when locally it looks

like the union of several coordinate hyperplanes--and in general

one must apply results of Hironaka to reduce to this situation.

It may be worthwhile to keep in mind that in the applications

to matrix c~efficients that the singular set will be the union

on a maximal split torus of the walls of the Weyl chambers and

certain hyperplanes "at infinity", in which case resolution

6f.~irtgularities is rather simple.

If the singular set is locally a diyisor with normal

crossings, then the system 15 said to have ·a regular singu-

larity at x if the solutions cf the system (which may be

multi-valued in the neighborhood of x) are cf moderate growth.

Coordinatizing and assuming x = 0 for convenience, this means

~. that there exist a finite number of ~omplex exponents ~ E ~n

and integral exponents m € N
n

such that the solutions are finite
.......- -

combinations of functions cf the form

m
(log x ) n ~, where ~ is holomorphic

n

at 0 (3.5.1). One defines regular singularities in the general
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case by resolution of the singular set: one says x is a

regular singular point if the'system at any point in the

resolution lying over x is one for a certain lifted system.

The points where J has neither finite codimension nar a regular

sinqularity form on analytic subset (2.2.5).

It is generally difficult to decide directly whether or

not a given point is a regular singularity or not, and therefore

it is extremely useful to know that if J' has regular singu

larities at the places where the singular set is a non-singular

divisor, then it has regular singularities everywhere. This

. is essentially a consequence of the well known result in the

theory of complex variables which says that a function holo

morphic in a set of codimension ~ 2 is holomorphic everywhere.

The condition of regularity at the points where the singular

set is a non-singular divisor is often simple to verify in

applications, because one often has a quasi-simple singularity

(see §2.4).

Another generalization of a classical result is that

if J has a 'regular singularity at x then any formal eo~er .~

series solut~on of the system at x 1s actually convergent.

(3.5.2). If the singular set is a divisor with normal

crossings at x then the proof of this is essentially the

same as that of the classical result far ordinary differential

equations.
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2. Let G be a semi-simple group with finite center and such

ad
that Ad(G) ~ G (<<). Let K be a maximal compact, G = KAN

a Iwasawa decomposition. Let a;, etc. be the corresponding

complexifie~ Lie algebras. If (T,U) is a finite-dimensional

representation of K X K, ~et Coo(G) be the corresponding space
T

of T-spherical functions on G. Far any X € Z(~) and

F E Coo(G), XF lies again in Coo(G). There exists a unique
T T

differential operator n (X) on A such that this diagram
T reg

commutes:

co
C

T

lresolution

00 Km
C (A ,U ).

reg

>x00

C
T

"lresolution

f.() Km
C CA ,U ) --.;>
" reg

Now consider Ao to be embedded in CA by means of a set

6 of single roots for AN. Let ~O be the union of the

coordinate hyperplanes (a = 0) (a € t\)and m
s

the uni_:>n of

2
the hypersurfa~es {y = I} (Vapositive r90t). Let

~ = ~O U ~s· Far SL 3 (R) one has the following picture on

~ the reals:

," . ",
(11 0 I_.:-:~ __~_._---
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The shaded region is the \vey1 chamber A = (a € A , Ia(a) I < 1)

for all a E A). Note that the roots are multiplicative

characters fram A to the positive roots J and extend to

monomials on <J:6.

Hain Theorem: Let I be an ideal of Z(~) of finite codimension.

There exists a neighb~rhood U of Ä in (l6 such that the

system of operators generated by (n (X)
'T

X E I) is w defined

and of finite codimension on ~ - Q n ~, and determines an

ideal on all of !!- whi~h has regular s!.~ularities along ~.

Par .a. E" 0: 6 , IJlE define

5

n a(a) a (~E 6)

1Og!1l~l ( a)
m

n log ac"t ( a) (:t € A).

It is an immediate corollary of the above, and the

definition of regular singularity that there exists a finite

set 5 ~ crO which are integrally inequivalent and a unique finite

00

set of functions ~ such that if ~ € G is annihilated by
..!§,]l

Js; Z('r!) of finite codimension then on

5 m
cl' =) t a log :,1

.-' .~,!l\.

A it has an expansion

where the ~ are holomorphic in a neighborhood of the origin
~ ~ ,El

Second Main Theorem: The ~ are actually holomorphic in a
~,.ill-
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neiqhborhood af Ä in «6.

The step fram the expansion near 0 to that on all of A

is almost trivial; the crucial lemma is the observation that

if X 1s an open subset of «6 and Y a non-singular connected .

hypersurface, and ~ a function holomorphic on the union of

X - Y and any open subset of Y, then it is holomorphic on all

of x.

This result seems to be a larger part of Harish Chandra's

"alang the walls." theory.

3. A second appli~ation is to prove that any admissible

representation of (g,K) extends to a representation of G.

This r~duces to sho~ing that such a representation has matrix

coefficients; const~ucting these amounts to noting the fact

that the representation of 9 gives one the Taylor's series

expansion of matrix coefficients at 2, and then applying the

result that found solutions of regular singularities systems

converge. (In between one uses G = KAK to reduce to a

~ problem on A.)
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CLASSIFICATION OF PRIMITIVE IDEALS IN A

SEMI-SIMPLE COMPLEX ENVELOPING ALGEBRA

by

Michel Duflo

Let cg be a semi-simple complex Lie algebra and U (r7J)

its enveloping algebra. A ·(two,..sided) ideal I c U(~) is e
called primitive if it is the kernel of some irreducible repre-

sentation of OJ· Let Z (1'> be the center of U ( 1} ). I f I

is primitive, I n z (~) is a maximal ideal of Z (~) and defines

a character of Z (~). Let X be a character of Z (~) and

denote by Prim U(~)x the. set of primitive ideals which

correspond to x. It is a finite set ordered by inclusion,

and Dixmier proved that it is finite. The purpose of the lecture

was to describe some results on this set which can be obtained

using the theory of admissible representations of the complex

semi-simple simply connected group G with Lie algebra ~,mainly

·Zelobenka'·s classification of admissibleG-modules and

Hirai' s description of the irreducible factors of the pr incipal e
series representations.

Let k be a Cartan subalgebra of 7' and !r = t + 11- be

a Borel subalgebra. For each ~ € ~* define the Verrna module

M(~), its irreducible quotient L(~) and I(~) the kernel of
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L(~) in U(~). Let x~ be the central character of M(~).

W
A

be the set 6f Weyl group elements w such that w~ - A is a

SUffi of roots.

, i

~ I

!

I
• !

Theorem: The map W
A

-+- Prim U(01) defined by w t-+ I(w~) is
"\1 x"

• I

I

surjective.

t
Corollary: Let X ~ 'x be the anti-isomorphism o~ ~J such that

tH = H for H E ~, and extends it to U(J-,). Then t I = I
V

for any prime ideal of U(d) •

The proof of the theorem also provides the following result:

*Prim U(~)X S * involutions in W ·
~. . ~

It is part of a very in~eresting c~njecture by Jantzen

that if A is regular and W apermutation group, there is
).

equality. For other types of Weyl groups w~ the conjecture

has to be modified.

The connection between admissible G-modules and ideals

comes from the fact that the compl~xified Lie algebra of G,

considered as real, is equal to if x dl' and that

U (rl )/U ( DJ> ker. X).' considered as a if x (} module,

spherical principal series.

is a

I
i
I

1
I
l,
I

:1

I
~ (
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CHARACTERS, ASYMPTOTICS J\ND

OSBORNE CONJECTURE

by

Henryk Hecht
(joint results with.W. Schmid)

Let G be a connected semisimple real Lie group with

finite center K a maximal compact subgroup of G. Let (n,V)

be a quasisimple representation of finite length. It turns

out that one can read off leading exponents of K-finite matrix

coefficients of· n from the formula for e --the global
Tl

character- of n--on a maximally split Cartan subgroup of G.

Ta make this statement precise we need more notation. Let

P = MAN be a minimal parabolic subgroup of G with M c K.

We extend A to a Cartan subgroup B of G. Clearly B TA

•

(direct product), where T B n M. We denote, as usual, by

da' !vo' -mo, o~, 1"10' +0' tQ the Lie algebras of G, K, M, A,

N, B, T, respectively. Omitting subscript "0" means-·"complexi-

fication. .. In the root system E of ( Q0' dl.u) we chopse a

positiv~ root system E+ if and only if (-a) roots space is

contained in n
O

. Let A+ be the corresponding chamber of A.

We choose a system of positive roots t+ for the root system f

of +which is compatible with E . We note that we may

ident i fy the root system f of (17l.,.t) wi th a subset of ", and
1'fl..
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+ +
we put '1tt = t 'l ~11i

A typical matrix coefficient ("(g}u,~) (u € V, Ü € V are

K finite vectors in V and its dual respectively), restricted

to A+, has an expansion

~

e-P L
y

uu
p , (log a) e'V (a)

'V

1where p are polyn~mia15 on~, and y € CL·. (p = -2 E +a.)
y O€E

We say that y is ~ exponent of " if ("(g)u,~) ~ 0 for

some u,u K-finite. We write Vi < Y2 if V~ - VI is a s~~of

roots in E+. Maximal exponents with respect to this partial

-ordering, as u,u vary, exist and are finite. We call them

leadinq exponents 2! "
For each leading exponent the MA module (V/~V) is nonempty.. y

Let T be its ir reducible quotient, and K (T) E: p., ~o' be ,~
.~-!'

dominant and correspond to the infinitesimal character ~. We

call A = X(T) = Y a complete leadinq exponent of n with

+respect to , • We orde~ complete leading exponents lexicographically

b . + d +Y 1ntegral cones spanned by E an 'nt

of all complete leading exponents of n.

Let ~(n) be the set

Assume now that n is quasisirnple J with regular and real

infinitesimal character. .This restrietion is in no way restrictive,

but simplifies arguments.

o +
on T A we have a formula .

Let A Then,
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Here W is the Weyl group of t, and a(w) are constants. We,
assurne that A is ,+ dominant.

Theorem: ~(n) coincides with the set of maximal elements in

(WA: a(w) ~ 0).

In order to prove this theorem we have to introduce a ~

special class of representations. Let n be irreducible. We

say that it is of large growth if it has a complete leading

exponent whicn is strictly dominant with respect to t+.

Proposition 1: '" is of large growth if and only if it appears

in character formula (1) with multiplicity 1.

The proof consists of remarking that e can be written as
n

a SUffi of characters induced fram the tempered characters, with

precisely one te~ contributing to e A. What is involved is

Langlands classification and formula for inducing characters.

Let us write e
'"

e (A), where _X indicates all the datan .......

involved in defining e .
n

If is a weight of a finite

dimensional representation we can define an invariant eigen

distribution e (~ ~ ~), which on TOA+ is defined by formally
n-

replacing ~ by ~ +~. We know that eigendistributions so

obtained are virtual characters. We call a virtual character
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8 of large growth, if same representation of large growth

contributes to it. Denate by ro(S) the sum of multiplicities

of large growth summands of E).

Proposition: Let be a very large highest weight of a finite

dimensional representation of G.

for each w € W •
t

-1
Then a (w) = m (@ (A.. + w ~ ) )

The proof i9 implied by Proposition 1 and the following

statements.

Proposition: C(n) coincides with the set of maximal elements

-1
in (wA: m(e (A. + w ~» ~ O}.

The proof involves standard techniques of knowing represen-

tations withfinite dimensional representations, coherence of

property of large growth inside one Weyl chamber for ,(follows

from Proposition 1) and from a theorem of Mi1i~ic, asserting

that 1eading exponents of a representation of finite lerigth

depend only on irreducible subquotients involved, hut not on

the composi tion series. No'... Theorem A follows immedi ately

from Propositions 2) and 3) .

Theorem B (Qsborne conjecture): For a regular b € TOA+

e (b)
n

Eq ~A (Hg (n ,V» (b)

de.t (I - Adn,Jb»

~A( •.. )" denotes the character af MA module ( ..• ).
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H (n, V) are fini te dimens ional for each

q
q, so the

right hand side formula, call it e', makes sense. Clearly,
TT

6-e' can be written in theform
TT

') a l (w)ew'A._
G

WEW,
By formal reasons @~ behaves weIl under tensoring, so in the

above formu1a we can shift ~ by a weight of a finite dimen-

sional representation. This essentially reduces the proof to

showing that a(1) = a'(1). Put i' ::: ~ I 01..
0

• We know that

HO(iL,V) is a semisimple MA module, so, by Proposition 2,

a(l) = length Ho(1~,V)r- Also, a' (1)

By a theorem of casselman and Schmid, H (n, V)_ = 0 for q 2:. 1.
q ~

This concludes the proof of Theorem B.

PRODUCTS OF SPHERICAL FUNCTIONS

by

Fritz Mayer-Lindenberg

Let G be a semi-simple connected Lie group with finite

center and G KAN be a. Twasawa decomposition- For each real

linear form y on t'il = Lie A the corresponding spherical

function on G is given by

~ (g) = I a(gk)iy - p dk.
Y K

a~denoting the Twasawa-projection onto A. Note that
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Theorem: For a,ß,y € &t' the ~unction ~~~y is integrable on

G and the number s(a,o,y) = J ~~~d9 depends analytically on y.
G Y

Now just 01

J f(g)cp (g)dg.
G Y

Let . A denote the Fourier algebra L2 (G) X L2 (G). Then the

usual inversion formula generalises as follows

.
Theorem: For f € CL n A the function f is integrable with

-2
respect to the Plancherel rneasure IC(y)t dy on '~', and

We apply this to the function 'fJcF'ß (a, ß € <X) a~d get

-2
s (a, ß, y) Ic (y) I d y

Corollary: For Cl, ß € OL' let 'JIa, !?(ß be the corresponding

unitary G-spaces of the spherical principal series. Then

;Jf a ~ JIß contains a G-subspace equivalent to L2 '(G/~) •

Decomposing products ·of spherical functions defines on

the dual space of any Gelfand pair {G,K} a sort of Hypergroup

structure, that allows there the translation of functions on

the dual. The Plancherel measure can be characterized to be

the only translation invariant measure. A similar statement

holds for Plancherel measures in general.
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JACQUET MODULES FOR REAL REDUCTIVE GROUPS

AND LANGLAND'S CLASSIFICATION OF REPRESENTATIONS

by

D. Mili~i~

Let G be areal reductive Lie group of Harish-Chandra's

class. Denote by ~o its Lie algebra and by ~ the complexi- •fication of Fix a maximal compact subgroup K of G

.such that its intersection with the identity component GO of G

is a maximal compact subgroup of GO and K meets every component

of G.

(i) as a K-module V is a direct SUffi of irreducible

finite-dimensional smooth K-modules,

(ii) the actions of OJ and K on V are compatible

i.e. the actions of the Lie algebras of K

corresponding to K-action and ~-action coincide and

-1
Tl (k) Tl (X) " (k ) = Tl «Ad k) (X» , k € K, x € CCf. •

A smooth represel1tation (Tl, V.> . of (crJ, K) i8 admissible if

for every irreducible finite-dimensional smooth K-module U

the space HomK(U,V) i5 finite-dimensional.
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Every admissible representation of (~,K) is the direct

surn of admissible representations of finite length.

A smooth representation (n,V) of (~,K) i5 Z<4t)-finite

if the kernel of the restrietion of n on the center z(&1)

of the enveloping algebras of 9t is an ideal of finite codimen-

sion in Z (~) •

The following result is a simple modification of a result

of Harish-ehandra.

Theorem 1: A finitely generated z.<(t> -finite smooth represen

tation of (~,K) i5 an admissible representation of finite length.

Let P be a parabolic subgroup of G. Let e be the

Cartan involution'of G corresponding to K. Put L = P n e (P).

Then L i5 the e-stable Levi factor of P, and if N is the"

unipotent radical of P, P = L·N. Put K
L

K n L. Then K
L

i5

a maximal compact subgroup of Land the pair (L,K
L

) has the

same properties as the pair {G,K}.

Denote by J/ and TI the complexified Lie algebras of L

and N respectively. For an admissible representation of

finite length (n,V) of (eg",R) put ~ = v/n·v and denote by TJ,y

the corresponding (~,}C)-action. Then (n ,V ) i5 a smooth, ~L n n

representation of (~,~).

A simple consequence of Theorem 1 is the following result.

Theorem 2: Let (n,V) be an admissible representation of finite
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Then (n ,V ) is an admissible representation. "11..n

of finite length of (~,KL).

(n ,v ) is the Jacguet module of (n,V) corresponding to
1~ 1l -----

the parabolic subgroup P. The Jacquet functor (",V)~(~,V~

maps admissible representations of finite length of ('1'K)

into admissible representations of finite length of (~KL) •

Let (o,u) be an admissible representation of finite length

of w..,K
L
). By Casselman's realizability theorem (a,U) is the

space of K-finite vectors of a certain representation of L

~n a complete locally convex space. Let Ind(oIP,G) be the

admissible representation of finite lerigth of (OJ' K) on the

space of the induced representation. The following result is

a simple observation due to Casselman and Jacquet.

Theorem 3 (Frobenius reciprocity): Let (n,V) be an admissible

representation of finite length of «(f,K) and (o,U) an admissible

representation of finite length of (~,KL). Then

Let Po be a minimal parabolic subgroup of G lying

inside of P. Then p. = L n Po is a minimal parabolic subgroup

of L. Denote by ~O and 71-. the complexified Lie algebras of

the unipotent radicals of Po and p. respectively. Then
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("1t. ' V'Jl..= )'
o 0

«nd-n ' (v......)~ ) •. * IJ. *

By the relation between the leading exponents of admissible

representations and embeddings into the nonunitary principal

series representations for the minimal parabolics, this gives

us control.over the asymptotic behavior of matrix coefficients

of Jacquet modules.

Let (n,V) be an irreducible admissible representation of

of Gp(4r,K) .. -By choosing a right parabolic subgroup

and a right irreducible essentially tempered quotient (_~, U.>

of (n ,V ) it is possible to give a canonical construction'n n~

of Langland' embeddings and give a proof of Langland's classi-

fication of irreducible representations of (C1j,K) which is a

natural extension of Casselman's proof of the subrepresentation

theorem.
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A GEOMETRIe CONSTRUCTION OF THE DISCRETE SERIES

by

w. Schmid

Let G be a connected semisimple Lie group which contains a compact

Cartan subgroup H, and Kamaximal compact subgroup, with H C .K. The

Lie algebras of G, K, H will be denoted by a ,.fe. ,.e. , atid their complexifi-
dO 0 (Ja

catlons by OJ-, ~, ;.. Further notation: e
tt = root system of (OJ'~ )

~c ' 4ln = sets of compactJ resp. noncompact roots

A weigbt lattice of H

W Weyl group of (~, t )
For simpllcity, assume that' G is linear and that one half of the sum of the positive

roots lies in A, 1. e. G Is "acceptable" in the sense of Har1sh -Chandra. To

each nensingular A ~ A eorresponds a discrete series representation f1 J with
A

character ® " and every discrete series representation 18 isomorphie to ODe of
"-

these 1•.

Using Harish -Chandra' s fundamental resulta, one can give a geometrie

reallzation of the f1 • Let me briefly reeall the relevant statement 2. I keep fixed
A

a particular nonsingular Ä € A, and define

tf>+ = system ef positive reots determined by

half surn of the positive compact, resp. noncompact roots.

Then IJ = A - P i8 dominant with respect to W n cP+, and hence is thehighestc c

weight of an irreducible K-module V (one may have to go to a two-fold covering
IJ
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of G to insure 1.& E A). The adjoint homamorphism K" SO( c:J/ey) gives rise

to two half ~pin modules S+' S_' which shall be labelIed so that Pn Is a weight

of S • Let '2r ,J , J be the homogeneous vector bundles over G/K whose+ Il + - .
fibres at. the identity coset equal V , S , S (as K-modules) • There exists an

IJ + -
essentiall~ unique G -invariant, elliptlc, first order differential operator

CICI D CD

C (Ir@tJ+)==C (?r ~ J )
1.& D IJ. -

2
L kemels of D on 'Zr ~ t:I ,

J.& +
'Ir @ tI are Hilbert spaces, on which G acta unitarily, by translation. Denate
Il -

+ - - +these kerneis by Xx ' X
h

; tlten X
A

vanishes, whereas Xx is nonzero,

2
lrreducible and realizes the discrete series representation "A.

As mentioned above, previous proofs of these facts were based on Harish-

Chandra's constroetion cf the discrete series. In recent joint work, Atiyah and I

have reversed the process: we prove directly that :1(: f. 0, and then deduce the

main results about the discrete series.

According to Borel and Harish-Chandra, there exists a discrete, torsion -free

subgroup r c G, witb r \ G compact. The bundles 'Ir l8> '" , ?r ® tJ and
IJ + Il -

the differential operator D descend to the compaet maoüold r\G/K. Atiyah's

L
2

- index theorem 3 , coupled with the usual index theorem for elliptic operators on

compaet manifolds, gives an explicit fonnula for a suitably defined, normalized

r-index of the operator D on G/K •.More concretely,

(1) vol(r\G) • inde~ D = d(X)

(= dimension of the irreducible, finite dimensional G-module of highest weight

'" - p). Re-interpretiIig the r-index in terms of the Plancherel decomposition of
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L2(0) , . one finds

(2)

wheie

vol(r\G) • inde~ 0

r {dim(Hi.@V"@s}K-dim(Hi*@ V ~ S )K}dm(i)
liEG 1.1 +. ~-

ä = unitary dual of G

dm = Plancherel measure on d

Hi = representatlon space of i E G

(••• )K = space of K -invariants in

I.

I

Let 8
j

be the character of ,Hf. One .knows that the restriction of @i to K

15 closely related to tbe K-character of H
i

• In particular '. the integrand in (2)

"-is, up to sign, the coefficlent of e in 8
i
fG' multiplied by the Weyl donominator.

I d~note the coefficient by D
Ä
(i); then

(3) 1'... n (i) dm(i) (- l)q dCA)
ieG A

with q = ~ dirn G/K. At this point r has completely dlsappeared from the scene.

If D
Ä

(i) #: 0, H
1

must have infinitesimal c~aracter 'X).., in Harish-Chandra's

A

notation, and thus must be one of finitely many representations 1 € G. Consequently

the integration (3) extends over a finite sub~et of G -- in other words, it reduces e
to a surn over thc discrete sertes. Slnce dCA) ~ 0, this sum cannot be zero. In

particular, the dlscrete serles i8 non-empty.

If A

at most one

19 very nonsingular , one can use infinitesimal arguments to show that

~ 4
i € G can contribute to the Burn • In thls way, one recovers the known

+ - - '11'+
statements about X"" X).: X", vanlshes, whereas """Ä i8 non-zero, irreducible,
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square integrable, with a character whose restriction to H is given by Harish-

Chandra t S fonnula - - at least for "most" '" € A •

Implicit In (3) Is also a formula for the sum of the discrete sertes cbaracter

n (eQ
/

2 - e-al2)

a€~,(a,A»O

N
(- l)q dCA). !:

J = 1

whicb correspond to tlte infinitesimal character . '\' each multiplled by its f~rm~1

degree. Specifically, if i~ denates this sum, and if Al'···' "'N Is an

enumeration of the ~c n cI»+-dominant eonjugates of A,

WhL sgn w e j
WEW

(4)

Properly interpreted, this formulaand its derivation remaln valid even ir ':' A 18

singular: in this ease, the restriction of ® to H vanlshes.
A

Characters of discrete sertes representations are tempered, and bence their

. 1
numerators grow at most polynomiallyon any Cartan subgroup • A slightly strengthened

version of Harlsh-Chandra t s arguments shows that the numerators actually tend to

zero at Infinlty. Because of the "matchlng eonditions tt for invariant eigendistributtons,

this can happen only if the support of the character in questlon meets a compact Cartan

subgroup. This Une of reasoning also proves that G has a non -empty discrete .

sertes only if it contains a compact Cartan subgroup.

These properties of diserete series characters make it possible to extend the

construetion of the discrete series representations from the "very non-singular" ease

to the general ease, and to prove exhaustion at the same time; the mai.n ingredlents of

the argument are the identity (4) and Zuekerman's tensoring technique.

1
Harish-Chandra, Aeta Math. 116 (1966), 1-111.

2
Parthasarathy, Ann of Math. 96 (1972), 1-30.

3 Atlyah, Ast~rlsque 32-33 (1976), 43-72.
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A NEW PROOF OF THE BOREL-WALLACH-ZUCKERMAN

VANISHING THEOREM

by

Wilfried Schrnid

Let G be a connected, simple Lie group, with maximal

cornpact subgroup K, and ~ a non-trivial, irreducible, unitary

representation of G on a Hilbert space H. According to Borel-

Wallach ~nd Zuckerman (independently),

( 1)
k

H (O(},~; "0 ) 0 , for k <. rk
R

G i

here OJ and ~ denote the complexified Lie algebras of G and
IJ

K , and H is the space of K-finite vectors in H , on which
0

~ acts by the differential of 1T As has been known since

Matsushima, any vanishing theorem of this type implies a vanishing

theorem for the cohomolQ9Y of discrete, co-compact subgroups of

G (cf. Zuckerman's lecture).

Let G = KAN be an Iwasawa decomposition, and ~

the corresponding decomposition of ~ .. For sirnplicity, I shall

assume that Ol is a Cartan subalgebra

slightly more complicated.

the general case is only

(2) Lenuna If the cohornology groups vanish pp to

same integer k a , then so da the relative _cohomology groups

Hk ( CSJ ,~; Ho ) •

The proof is essentially formal and consists of astring of

spectral sequences. Because of Wigner's -lemma, one may assume

that v has the same infinitesimal character as the trivial
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representation. Thus, according to Casselman-Osborne, the ~-

cohomology groups of H
o are sums of genera1ized ~-eigenspaces

corresponding to weights of the form w~ - ~ , with w e W = weyl

group of ( OJ ' 01.) , and ~ = ~ trace ad I"",. Let 1 ( ... ) be the

1ength function on W, and n the dimension of .-n,..

( 3) L S pp H
n

( H) - 0....;;.....-.~_emm__a u ase ,"" 0 w~-~.- ,

length 1 (w) ~ k o Then Hn - k ( 11. H
, 0 w~-~

1 (w) ~ ko + k. In particu1ar, Hk (.11,., Ho )

for all

o

o

w ~ ~1 of

whenever

for

The two ingredients of the proof are i) the corresponding

st.atement about the "11.-homology of modules in Bernstein-Gelfand-

Gelfand's category ~, which follows from a tensoring argument,

and ii) the identification of the ~-cohomology of H with the
o

dual of the ~homolögy of the OJ-module

*

H(1'\1 = ...", -finite part
o

of Ho ' which belongs (almost) to the category fY' ; this is a

result of Casselman, which he described in his informal lecture.

Tne matrix coefficients of a non-trivial, irreducible, unitary

representation of a simple group vanish at infinity (this is due

to Howe: cf. the talk of Vogan-Speh). On the other hand, the

asymptotic behavior of the K-finite. matrix coefficients can be read

off from the Ol.-action on H
n

( 1'\., H )o
.(r-1ili~id) . In particular,

if the matrix coefficients of ~ vanish at infinity,

( 4 ) Hn ( .,.,., H ) 0 i f 1 () k Go wE- - ~ w <: r IR •

Evidently (2-4) imply the vanishing theorem (1).
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COMPOSITION SERIES FOR G'L(n,ll) AND CLASSIFICA'TION

OF UNITARY REPRESENTATIONS FOR GL(4,K)

by

B. Speh

Let P be a cruspidal parabolic subgroup of GL(n,K) with

Langland's decomposition P = MAN, 11 a discrete series represen

tation of M, e V a character of AN and U(P,n,v)-indG(n ~ e V) •
.p

We give necessary and sufficient irreducibility criteria for the

representations U(P,n,v). Reducibility occurs iff the differ-

ential cif the character is contained in a union of hyperplanes,

which satisfy certain invariance conditions under the Weyl

group of the parabolic. The proof is based on a reduction to

computations for certain subgroups, which playa role similar

to that of the rank 1 cone (this was observed independently

by N. Wallach and G. Zuckerman) .' We show that the unitary dual

of GL(4,K) consists of a

a, unitarily induced principal series representations,

b, complernentary series representations

c, limits of complementary series representations

d, unitarily induced degenerate series representations

e, complementary series representations for degenerate

series representations

f, limits of unitarily induced degenerate series,

e, the one dinlensional uni tary representation.
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THE ISOMORPHISM B~iEEN TUE SPACE OF AUTOMORPHIC

FORMS AND THE SPACE OF INTERTWINING OPERATORS

by

J. Szmidt

We first formulate the theorem in some general context.

Let G be a unimodular Lie group, K its compact 5ubgroup and

(T,E) a finite dimen~ional unitary representation of K.

K ~ G/K will be the induced vector bundle. We assume that
T

it is given an elliptic differential operator

A: cO) (:0: ) ~ ccx'(ll: )
T T

commu~ing with _the action of G.

square integrable sections and

2Let L (K ) be the'space of
T

~2(B ) the L
2
-kernel of this

. T

operator. We denote by U(E) the whole kernel of the
T

operator A.

Now let r be a closed subgroup of G with compact

quotient G/r and denote by JI. (r;B: ) the subspace of H(E )
T T

~ consisting of r-invariant sections. We have the unit~ry

representation (nT, 1/2 (l& » of G OOing the action of the,.
group on sections. On this representation we put the

following restrietions:

1. It i5 irreducible and K-finite one,

2. there exists a dense, G-invariant subspace

, c if2 (11: ) of the space of smooth vectors such that the
co ,.
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functions

for v q) E ,

are integrable anes on the group manifold.

Under these assumptions' we have the fol1owing.

Theorem: There ex1sts an algebraic isomorphism

.1/( r:JJ: )
l'

where the 1eft hand aide states for the space of intertwining

operators.

This theorem has as its' sour"ces the work of K. Maurin and

L. Maurin [2J. The proof goes as foll~~s. Every intertwining

. q,2 2
operator T: ~ (B) ~ L (G/r) describes by the formula

T

23-l (Je ) ~ a --) (Ta) (e)
00 T

e € G

the identity element a continuous functional on the space of

smooth vectors and by the elliptic regu1arity theorem for A

it can be represented by a smooth section of the bundle E
. T

which lies in ~(K) and is r-invariant. In the opposite
T

direction i f w € ~(r:]I: ) then the formula,.
T -1

(T~) (9) = (n (g )~ Iw) C"J) E ~ , 9 E G

gives an operator which is closable and by the Naimark theorem

it is continuous.
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Now if G is a semi-simple Lie group with non-empty

discrete series, r a diserete subgroup with compact quotient

G/r and as the operator A we take the·Dirac operator or

the complex Laplace-Beltrami operator a~d as

an integrable representatian of G realized according to

Wi1fr ied Schmid (3,4] then we have the isomorphism between the

spaces af r-invariant Dirac spinors (or the r-invariant

harmonie forms) and the spaces of intertwining operators. In

this way we have another pro·of of the part of Langlands

conjecture [1] about equality at the multiplicities of

integrable classes in L2 (G/r> and the dimensions of the spaees-

of intertwining operators.

(1J R. Lang1ands, Dimension of spaces of automorphic forms,
Proc. Symp. Pure Math. Val !! (1966)~ A1gebraic groups
and discontinuous subgroups, 253-257.·

-
[2] K. Maurin and L. M~urin, A generalization of the duality

theorem of Ge1fand-Piateckii-Sapiro and Tarnagaya
automorphic forms, J. Fac. Sei. Univ. Tokyo 17 (1970),
331-339.

[ 3]

[ 4]

I

w. Schmid, On the characters of the discrete series."
The herm~tian symmetrie case, Inv. Math. 30 (1975), 47-144.

2
_____" L -eohomo1ogy and the discrete series, Ann of
Math. 103 (1976), 375-394.
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SOME EXPLICIT FORMULAS OF

DISCRETE SERIES CHARACTERS

by

Jorge Vargas

Let G be a conriected, semisimple matrix Lie group,

having both a compact Cartan subgroup B. Let K be a maximal

compact subgroup of G containing B. From now on: For any

subgroup of G, the co:cresponding Lie algebra will be denoted

by the corresponding german letter. Moreover, if H is any

subgroup of G, Ha will denote its complexificati"on and if 7i..
(l

is any subalgebra of ~J ~ will denote its complexification.

Cl CE
Let I(b1 be the root system corresponding to the pair (1 ,0 ).

Let A be the lattic.e of differentials of characters of B.

Let V denote a system of positive roots for V and let

W(G,B) denote the group generated by the reflections about the

compact roots in t(u). Then, it follows from the Harish-ehandra

construction of the discrete series representations of . G, that

there exists a unique invariant eigendistribution e("x)

such that r w~
~ E (w)e

( -1) q weW (G , B)

( 0./2 -0./2 )n e -e
aE:V
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2) 8(V,~) is tempered if A is dominant witö respect

to y.

As usual G denotes the set of semisimple regular
reg

elements in G, and q 1 . /'2 d~m G k. We recall, that Atiyah

and Schmid have given a complete independent proof of the last

statement. Here we are concerned with the problem of finding

global, explicit formulas for the functions S("A). For this

end, we assume for simplicity that G is simple. The system

of positive roets , is said to have the Borel-de Siebenthal

property, if prec~sely one simpl~ root_ ß for , is semi-

compact and ß occurs at most twice in the highest root. We

recall that Borel-de Siebenthai have proven the existence of

such systems of positive roets. If ß occurs once in the

highest root Martens and Hecht, in their respective thesis

have given completely explicit global formulas for these eigen-

distributions. In the general situation Schmid has preven

Uthe so-called stepping down formulan which reduces the compu-

tation to the following pa~ticular case.

a) G has both a compact Cartan subgroup Band' a

spli.t Cartan subgroup A

b) . we need to know 8(',~) restricted to the identity

component of 'the split Cartan subgroup A.

We will now give a concrete formula in this situation and

under the further assumption that V has the Berel-de Siebenthai
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property. Before stating the formula we need more pieces of

notation. Let d· be an inner automorphism of Ga such that

d maps Ba onto A
a

isomorphically. Let C denote

. 0 y
C = [x € A : e (x) < 1 Vy € d* ('f) J •

Finally, let Wu denote the group generated by the reflections

about the comp~ct simple roots for y. Then

".) (Tw) eTW).
GW€W €

U
0/2 -a/2 l,

ßU€,e -e

where T belangs to the Weyl group of (~a,~a), and it will

o ~~. 1
be described below. For this end, let t =t,' equal to set

of roets in 1(&) orthogonal to ß. Assume we have defined

,i and let ,i+l be the orthogonal in ,i, to the noncompact

isimple roots for y n t . We set

s i
(y E y: V is simple for y n I for same i).

It turns out that S is a strongly orthogonal spanning set

The element Tfor ,( ). a (l
of the Weyl .group of (d ,1i) that

shows up in the above formula, the unique .element satisfying

1) T is a product of reflection about some roots in S,

and if ß occurs twice in the highest, then T ~ 1.-
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2) T takes any long simple root into a noncompact root.

3) (Tw).,~) 2. 0 for every w € Wu and ).,~ dominant farms

with respect to y. We mention that the proof of the above

formula uses the so-called Harish-ehandra matching conditions,

and the IIstepping-down tl formula for discrete series characters,

due to Schmid.

ALGEBRAIC IDEAS IN THE CLASSIFICATION OF

TEMPERED REPRESENTATIONS

by

David Vogan

In order to classify the irr~ducible tempered representations

of a serni-simple Lie group G, it suffices to exhibit the

complete reduction of the following standard representations.

Suppose P = MAN is a cuspidal parabolic subgroup of G, & € M

is a discrete series representation, and v € Ä is ~ unitary

character. Then IndG(e ~ v'~ 1) decomposes inta a direct sum
p

of irreducible tempered representationsi and every tempered

representation arises in this way. The decomposition of this

representation is described in terms of a certain finite gr~up.

We give a descriptian of this group in algebraic terms, and
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relate it to the problem of computing the lowest K-types of the

induced representation. These results can be applied in several

ways (using intertwining operators, character theory, or more

algebra) to prove the decornpo~ition of the induced representation.

(This decomposition in its final form i8 due to Knapp-Zuckerman:

the relevant finite group was .first described by Knapp.)

Suppose now that P i9 a Borel subgroup, and & i9 trivial

on the identity c?ffiponent of M. (The general case is treated

by a reduction to this case.) Let W be the Weyl group of

A in G, and Wa the stabilizer of 6 in w.

Definition:

respect to

6&, the set of 9~od ~oots of OL in if with

&, consists of the complex roots: together with

those real roots a so that if m
a

is a generator of M

intersected with the three dimensional subgroup corresponding

Define Re

Then 6
6

is a root system, and'it~ Weyl group W(A a) i8

W /W(A ): then R = (Z/2Z)n.
& 6 &

contained in Wa.

Following Bernstein, Gelfand J and Gelfand (UModels of represen-

tations of compact Lie groups," FUße. Anal. Appl.) we can define

the set of fine K-~ containing the M-types &: we write

this set as A(6) •
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There is a natural simply transitive action of Ra
If ~ € A(6), then ~ IM is the sum of the M-types in

I.

Definition: R& (,,) = (0 e R61o·v = a O·" for some 00 € W(6 a»)·

(Recall that v € A is a unitary character.)

~ Theorem: The number of irreducib1e components of Ind
G (6 ~ v ~ 1)
p

i5 IR (v) I ·
&

This result follows fairly easily fram the prececii"ng one

'using same results in character theory, for example.

Ta treat the general case, one first constructs a smaller

.... A

group, a Borel subgroup, and representations in M and A

for this Borel: this smaller MA i5 just the Cartan subgroup

associated to the original cuspidal parabolic. The set of

K-types" given above for the small group gives rise to a set

of K-types for the large group, which occur exactly once in

the induced representation. This can be combined with character

theory to obtain the reduction of the induced representation

(cf. Zuckerman's second lecture).
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A UNITARITY CRITERION

by

David Vogan and Birgit Speh

Langland's classification of the irreducible admissible

representations of a semi-simple Lie group provides fairl~

precise information about the asymptotic behavior of. matrix

coefficients. In order to use this information in discussing

questions of unitarity, the following theorem is useful. It ~

was pointed out recently by Howei Birgit Speh observed that

it follows fram an old result of T. Sherman.

Theorem: Let G = I{AN be a connected simple Lie group, n a

non-trivial irreducible unitary representation of G

o ~ H € 01., 'the Lie algebra of A~ and v € 'f./. Then

1im (n (exp) (tH) )V,V) O.
t-l'OO

1'1 !

on rJ'"":·j

The proof has three steps. One produces a copy of the

ax + b group inside G: by the represent::ation theory of this

group, the theorem i5 true unless # contains vectors fixed

by a certain one parameter sUbgroup of N. By studying n

restricted to a copy of SL(2,K), one sees that in this case

contains vectors fixed by a one parameter subgroup of A. By

considering ax + b groups again, one sees that the subspace

o'f vectors fixed by a one-parameter subgroup of A is G-stable.

Since " i5 non-tr~vial, we are done.
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REPRESENTATIONS THAT REMAIN IRREDUCIBLE

,ON PARABOLIC SUBGROUPS

by

Joseph A. Wolf

Physicists have known for same time that tlladder repre-

sentations .. of the conformal group -SO (2,4) remain irreducible'

on its Poincar~ subgroup R
1 ,3.S0 (l,3), cf. Mack-Todorov, J.

Math. Phys. 10 (1969), 2078-2085. Sternberg and I ["HerlJlitian

Lie A1gebras and Metap1ectic Representations," to appear in

TAMS] noticed a similar phenomenon for ladder representations

of U(p,q)--here note 50(2,4) = SU(2,2). Since then I pushed

the method and itseems to hold for quite afew "dual reductfve

pairs" in symplectic groups.

1. Irreducibility:. Kobayashi [J. Math. SOCA Japan 20 (1968),

638-642] used a reproducing-kernel argument to prove i~reduci-

bility theorems for homogeneous ve~tor bundles. The same sort

1
of argument gives irreducibility on subgroups with some

transitivity properties.

Theorem: Let ~ be a Hilbert space of holomorphic functions

on a complex manifold M, such that point evaluations are

continuous. Let G be a locally compact group acting on M

IFor simplicity I just state the case of trivialization line
bundles. The extension to holomorphic vector bundles is straight
forward .
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such that the action lifts to a unitary repr~sentation .n

on Jt and such that the G~orbits a~e real analytic submani-

folds of M. Let L be a subgroup of G such that M has

a G-stable open set U that (i) meets every component of M,

(ii) if ~ c U is aG-orbit then 3 m € 0, L{m) open in 0

and meets every cornponent of ~. Then every closed n(L)-

invariant subspace of v1L is n(G) -invariant. In particular if

n is irreducible so i8 niL.

Corollar~: If n = J nadv(a) direct integral of irreducibles

th~n nal L is irreducible for ~-almost-every a.

2. Dual reductive pa~. Inside a symplectic group Sp(n:R),

Ir = Il or a, we consider s,ubgroups· G

are closed reductive, (ii) each Gi is the centralizer of the

other. Same examples: (I) G = GI = Sp(n:~), G
2

= (I);

(lI) G = U (k, t) ·U (p ,q) in Sp ( (k+.t) (p+q) :11), fram

«k,t ~~ aP,q = «kP+lq,kq+J.P; (111) G GL(u;K) ·GL(v;X) c Sp(uv:K),

given as all (~B t(A~)-l): (IV) G O(k,t)·sp(v:a)

c Sp( (k+l,)v;J1), (v) G = O(u;<I) ·Sp(v;<l) c Sp(uv;a:) by

complexifying (IV): (VI) G. = SO*(2u) -Sp(k,t) c Sp(2u(k+t) :K)_

In a number of these cases G has ~ subgroup L, a bit

smaller than a parabolic, which has the "more or less transitive

on most of the G-orbits" property of the theorem in 131. Here
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M is the complex vector space underlying the metaplectic

representation in Fock-Bergman form, and n is the restrietion

to G of the metaplectic representation or one of its sUb-

representations. Some examples:

I. G Sp(n:~). The parabolic subgroups are the

(g E G: gEi = Ei for I ~ i ~ t) whereP
EI'··· ,E t

o # EI c· ..c E
t

are totally isotropie X-subspaces of R
2n

.
# :I

Define

x· (g) = det(glE jE )
1 i L-l

and let· L be any subgroup of G that contains

. (ker X2) n··· n (ker x~) if dim][E 1 = 1, eontains

(ker Xl) n··· n (ker Xt ) if .di"1r EI > 1. Then L hasan open

. ·2n I 2n
orb1t X (Ei on" X ·

11. G = Ulk, t) ·U (p,q) c Sp «k+,t) (p+q) :11) where

min(k,t) ~ p + q. Write PE (resp. P' for the
1,···,Et F 1 ,···,Fu

parabolic' subgroups o'f the first (resp. seeond) factor de,fined

by isotropie flags in «k,t (resp. aP,q) 'as in I. L can be

any subgroup of G containing a group of the form L
1

L
2

,

LI c U(k,t) and L
2

c U(p,q), where, for same parabolie

PE E C U(k,t).
l' · · ., t

(i) (ker X2) n···n (ker Xt)'c LI if

dirn EI = P + E, (ker'x~) n.··n (ker Xt ) if dirn EI > p + q.
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(ii) L2 together with some U(k',t'), k i + t '

generates {g e GL(p+q:«): Idet 91 = l}.

p + q,

G·I

3. Applications. Irreducibility of ladder representations on

parabolies is the case U(k,t) -U(l) c Sp(k+LiH), cf. Wolf and

Sternberg cited above for maximal parabolics.

A VANISHING THEOREM

by

Gregg J. Zuckerman

Let G be a real simple Lie group, K a maximal compact

sUbgroup ~ = ~+ ~ a Cartan decomposition of the Lie algebra

if of G: (n,H) a nontrivial unitary r~presentation of G;

(o,V) a finite dimensional irreducible representation of

the Casimir operator of 01; and
Q

the real rank. of G.

Theorem (also obtained independently by Borel-Wallach): If

n(O) == 0*(0),

i
HomK ( " :f,8 «> v) o if i < t.

Corollary: Suppose r is a cocompact discrete subgroup of G.

If V is nontrivial, Hi(r,V) = 0 for i < t. If V is the

trivial module,

i i K
H ( r, V) =- (" p) for i < t.
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Proof of Corollary: Use Mat~ushima's Formula

H*Cr,V) ~ @.

n€G
n(O)=o*(O)

(G is the unitary dual af G).

Same earlier results:
r

1. (Matsushima): Given G, there exists a constant

CG ~ tt such that Hi(r,a) ~ (~)K for i < c
G

• Sometimes c
G

is much greater: if G is the restrietion of scalars of

complex ES' c G = 14 (Kaneyaki-Nagano, Osaka Math. J., 14,1.962).

2. CRagunathan-Borel) : If V iis nontrivial, H Cr,v) = 0

for i < t: if the highest weight of V is regular, and

i-I .
rk K = rk G, H Cr,V) = 0 for i < 2 dirn.G/K. Proofs were obtained

by curvature methods.

3. CGarland): If G is a p-adic simple group and the

residue characteristic is large, then for r ·cocompact discrete,

o i
H Cr,a) =« and H Cr,a) = 0 for 0 < i < rk G (over the ground

field). The proof was by an ingenious method of cornbinatoriale curvature.

4. (casseiman) : A new proof of Garland's theorem; the

residue characteristic was removed, and the theory of continuous

cohomology of topological grobps was combined with the represen-

tation'theory of p-adic semisimple groups.
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5. The vanishing theorem ror unitary representations of

real simple groups was conjectured by Borel-Wallach by analogy

with Casselman's work (fall, 1976): Ragunathan's work was

checked for general groups (see 2) : Wallach discovered a

criterion for an admissible representation to be unitary (this

was also discovered independently by B. Speh, in her work on

GL (n, 11) .)

We now sketch the proof of the vanishing theorem (the

proof by Borel-Wal1ach is essentially the ~ame).

CI·

Theor~ (van·Est, Hochschild~ostow):

locally convex complete G-module. Then

Let E be a smooth

(Continuous cohomology is computed fram continuous Eilenberg-

MacLane cochains.)

Proposition (Matsushima, Kuga):

smooth vectors in H ):
n

.a) if Tl (0) ~ 0* (0) ,

00

Let E= H ~ V
TT a

(H
OO

is the
TT

b) if n(O) = 0*(0),

H* (01 K H
co
~ V) ~ HOßL_ (A *-V,H

n

oo
~ V) •

(;' , Tl K .J
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Finite dimensional Hodge theory.

~ (Wigner): E is a smooth, quasisimple G-module: V is

finite dimensional irreducible. If the infinitesimal character

XE of E i5 not equal to XV*, then

4It Hence, we must prove the vanishing of Hi(G,H
oo
~ V) for i < t

and X
H

= XV*. However, we have better understanding of

admissible representations than we have of unitary represen-

. tations : we have Langland'~s classification, dise\~s~ed by Mili~i~

in his talk at this conference. Each irreducible admissible

G-module is isomorphie to the Langland stibmodul~ J(Elp) of a

. t '" tfull induced module I(EIP), where E = E ~ e , E tempered and

~ a real, negative form on the split component CL of ?

Definition: f(JIf

the module.)

(A,X). (This i8 an intrinsie invariant of

Observation 1: If J(E'IP') is another composition factor of

__ I(EIP), IIJ(E'lp')lI < IIJ(Elp)II (this was observed during Mili~ic's
lecture).

Observation 2: If the matrix coefficients of J decay, so

do the matrix coefficients of all other J' in I.
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Theorem (also discovered in a special case by Delorme, who

communicated the result to Borel): If P = MN, and E is simply 4;

admissible,

H*(G,I(EIP) ~ V) ~ ~ H*(M,E 0 6p @ H*(N,V»

(&p) .i8 the usual modular character of P).

Remark on the proof: We use KOstant's calcu1ation of

H*(N,V) ~ H*(n,V) to prove that the relavant spectral sequence ~

collapses_

Strateg~: Look at the collection f cf J with

(i) matrix coefficient decay

(ii) XJ = Xv.-

C is finite (by character theory), and partially ordered by

HJIl - We try an induction on llJIJ.

Proposition (partially known to Langlands in 1972): Let D

be a smooth discrete series module. Let q = ~ dirn G/K. Then

if i yi q, H
i

(il,K,D ~ V) = o.

Proof: Compute HO~(AipJD ~ V) via Schmid's "weak Blattner"

result (see Schmid's first talk in this conference).

Proposition: Let E be an essentially tempered smooth G-module:

i
H (G,E ~ v) o if 1Ik-ql > i(rk G - rk K) •

_.,1
--- .~
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In particular,

i
H (G,E ~ V) o if

Proposition: Assume J(E1P) E [. Then, Hi(G,I(EIP) ~ v) 0

Theorem: Assume Jet:

o if i < rk
ll

G
der

.

Proof: We have an exact sequence

0,~ J -4 I ~ eoker ~ 0 •

The C9ker is composed of lower J's: apply the 10ng exact

sequence in cohomology to obtain

o for i < rk
ll

G.

e·

Then apply the long exact sequence again to obtain the theorem

fram Proposition 3.

Unitarity Criterion (discussed during Mili~ic's lecture: see

"eai:lier results", number 5): If G is real simple and J

is nontrivial, unitary,'then the matrix coefficients of J

decay.

The vanishing theorem for unitary rep~e5entations now

follows.
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CLASSIFICATION OF IRREDUCIBLE

TEMPERED REPRESENTATIONS

by

Gregg J. Zuckerman

This was areport on the speaker's paper, (with A. W.

Knapp), Classificati.on of Irreducible Tempered Characters,

Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, July 1976.

A new proof using a completeness theorem for a class of

tempered invariant eigendistributions; and also using recent

results on the minimal' K-types of induc~d

from discrete series representations (work of Vogan: see his

talk in this conference) was briefly sketched. Character

identities of Schmid and Hecht-Schmid were crucial in the

speaker's joint work with Knapp. Vogan's work also sheds new

light on Knapp's R-group (reducibi1ity group) .

·e

'~

i

Berichterstatter: W.Schmid

~.:.-.--'.-------~
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